Sport fishing
Your passion is fishing?
Are you passionate about Black Bass, pike,
Iberian Barbel, Carpa...?. Do you want to enjoy
a day or a whole week of fishing? Do it in the
magnificent lakes of the Guadiana basin: La
serena, García Sola, Orellana, Cíjara and Zújar,
We provide it, and we will include other
attractions of the area, so that your
experience is unmatched.

Disconnected
That Extremadura does not have a sea is true,
but it does not lack water. We are talking
about fresh water. Extremadura is the region
with the largest amount of water
impounded, with more than 1,400 kilometers
of inland coast for the enjoyment of fishing
enthusiasts.

You choose
Choose: One day, one weekend, three
days or even a full week.
One day from 320€ (1 pax and single
room) including:
- Accommodation and dinner the night
before in a great rural hotel near the
fishing area.
One day from 183€ (2 pax and double
room) including:
- Accommodation and dinner the night
before in a great rural hotel near the
fishing area.
One day from 153€ (3 pax and
double+single room) including:
- Accommodation and dinner the night
before in a great rural hotel near the
fishing area.
It includes:
Professional guide.
Fishing permit if needed,
drinks during the day and picnic
at noon.
Check prices for more days.
Fishing trips are also offered
shore or float tube, boat rental without
guide, and much more.

you choose
A weekend
From 860€ (1pax and single room)
From 491€ (2pax and double room)
From 447€ (3pax and double room and one
single)
Including:
- Accommodation in a 4* hotel located in a
nineteenth century building located in the
middle of nature.
- 1 dinner in a restaurant of typical
Extremaduran cuisine prepared with a
touch of creativity
- Guided tour of the stars with telescope
and dinner in the light of the stars.
It includes:
Professional guide.
Fishing permit if needed, drinks during the
day and picnic at noon.
Check prices for more days.
Shore or float tube trips, boat rentals
without a guide, and much more are also
offered. Possibility of fishing in the Tajo
basin (mainly the Alcántara reservoir,
paying a supplement of 40 euros). August
and September you can fish in Alcántara
without paying supplement.

How does it
work?
Leave it in our hands
You just have to take the first step of contacting us and include
the promotional code that appears below, everything else is
taken care of by us. We have a team of experts specialized in
Extremadura tourism that will focus 100% on creating the perfect
trip for you or your team.
We have a department with extensive experience in
creating custom events.

PROMOTIONAL CODE "TOPFISHINGLAKES"
Contact us: +34 924 590 590 - +34 911 593 193
info@turenex.eu

choose your
plan

choose your
dates

see the proposal

... and enjoy

Turenex
About us
At TURENEX we design and
We know that each client is
we organize trips for individuals, unique and therefore we offer
families, groups and companies. personalized attention
according to your preferences,
We offer both 100%
tastes and expectations
personalized trips and closed
experiences with price and
date, always taking care of every
detail to make your experience
in Extremadura unforgettable.

At Turenex we are committed to
contributing to sustainable tourism.
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06800 Mérida (Badajoz) |
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